Setting local rank constraints by orthogonal projections for image resolution analysis: application to the determination of a low dose pharmaceutical compound.
Raman chemical imaging provides chemical and spatial information about pharmaceutical drug product. By using resolution methods on acquired spectra, the objective is to calculate pure spectra and distribution maps of image compounds. With multivariate curve resolution-alternating least squares, constraints are used to improve the performance of the resolution and to decrease the ambiguity linked to the final solution. Non negativity and spatial local rank constraints have been identified as the most powerful constraints to be used. In this work, an alternative method to set local rank constraints is proposed. The method is based on orthogonal projections pretreatment. For each drug product compound, raw Raman spectra are orthogonally projected to a basis including all the variability from the formulation compounds other than the product of interest. Presence or absence of the compound of interest is obtained by observing the correlations between the orthogonal projected spectra and a pure spectrum orthogonally projected to the same basis. By selecting an appropriate threshold, maps of presence/absence of compounds can be set up for all the product compounds. This method appears as a powerful approach to identify a low dose compound within a pharmaceutical drug product. The maps of presence/absence of compounds can be used as local rank constraints in resolution methods, such as multivariate curve resolution-alternating least squares process in order to improve the resolution of the system. The method proposed is particularly suited for pharmaceutical systems, where the identity of all compounds in the formulations is known and, therefore, the space of interferences can be well defined.